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Abstract
The new emerging area of Enterprise Wide Optimization (EWO) has focused the attention in effectively solving the combined production/distribution scheduling problem. The importance of logistic activities performed in multi-site environments comes from the relative magnitude
of the associated transportation costs and the good chance of getting large savings on such expenses. This paper first develops an exact MILP
mathematical formulation for the multiple vehicle time-window-constrained pickup and delivery (MVPDPTW) problem. The approach is able to
account for many-to-many transportation requests, pure pickup and delivery tasks, heterogeneous vehicles and multiple depots. Optimal solutions
for a variety of benchmark problems with cluster/random distributions of pickup and delivery locations and limited sizes in terms of customer
requests and vehicles have been discovered. However, the computational cost exponentially grows with the number of requests. For large-scale
m-PDPTW problems, a local search improvement algorithm steadily providing a better solution through two evolutionary steps is also presented.
A neighborhood structure around the starting solution is generated by first allowing multiple request exchanges among nearby trips and then
permitting the reordering of nodes on every individual route. If a better set of routes is found, both steps are repeated until no improved solution is
discovered. Compact MILP mathematical formulations for both sub-problems have been developed and solved through an efficient branch-andbound algorithm. A significant number of large-scale m-PDPTW benchmark problems, some of them including up to 100 transportation requests,
were successfully solved in reasonable CPU times.
© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Major cost factors within a supply chain come from production, material handling, inventory and distribution tasks.
Although their relative importance may largely vary with the
type of industry, the current trend towards a geographically
distributed business requires regional and global coordinated
operations. Decentralized production and distribution schemes
based on multi-site environments are becoming more popular
and, consequently, goods are almost never produced and consumed in the same geographical location. As a result, transport
and distribution activities are emerging as central issues in many
of today’s companies because of the significant increase in their
complexity and costs. Consequently, the development of effective computational tools for logistics management has attracted
a great attention from both industry and academy on the field
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of supply chain management (SCM) and, more recently, on the
new emerging area of Enterprise Wide Optimization (EWO).
One of the most typical transportation problems studied in the
literature is the so-called vehicle routing problem (VRP) which
deals with the delivery (collection) of goods by a fleet of trucks
from (to) a central or multiple depots to (from) many customer
locations. In the general case, the main goal of the VRP problem
is to generate the optimal routes for the vehicle fleet based on a
given road network so as to meet customer demands and satisfy
capacity and time constraints at minimum travel cost (Dondo,
Méndez & Cerdá, 2003). A generalization of the VRP, called the
pickup and delivery problem (PDP), has been intensively studied in the last twenty years. It is a combinatorial optimization
problem aimed at satisfying a set of customer requests involving
simultaneously pickup and delivery tasks by means of a vehicle
fleet at minimum cost. Each customer request specifies the size
of the load to be transported, the locations where the goods are
to be collected (the origins) and the locations to which are to be
delivered (the destinations). Each demand has to be fulfilled by
a single vehicle transporting goods from origins to destinations
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Nomenclature
Sets
I
Ir
I+
Ir+
I−
Ir−
IvF
P
R

RM
RM
v
RF
RFv
V
Vp
Vr

nodes
nodes related to transport request r
pickup nodes
pickup nodes related to request r
delivery nodes
delivery nodes related to request r
fixed nodes already allocated to vehicle v
depots
transport requests that may involve multiple
pickup nodes i ∈ Ir+ and multiple delivery nodes
i ∈ Ir−
subset of mobile requests that can be reallocated
in sub-problems I and III
subset of mobile requests that can be reallocated
to vehicle v
subset of fixed requests that cannot be reallocated
to another vehicle in sub-problems I and III
subset of fixed requests already allocated to vehicle v
vehicles
vehicles already allocated to depot p
vehicles that can be allocated to request r

Parameters
ai
earliest service time at node i
bi
latest service time at node i
ciiv 
vehicle-dependent travel cost between nodes i and
i
v
cpi
vehicle-dependent travel cost between depot and
node i ∈ I
cfv
vth-vehicle fixed utilization cost
MC
maximum vehicle traveling cost
ML
maximum vehicle capacity
maximum vehicle arrival time
MT
qv
vth-vehicle capacity
sti
service time at node i
maximum routing time for vehicle v
tvmax
tiiv 
vehicle-dependent travel time between nodes i
and i
v
tpi
vehicle-dependent travel time between depot p
and node i
αir
load to pickup at node i ∈ Ir+ . If i ∈ Ir− then αir = 0
load to deliver at node i ∈ Ir− . If i ∈ Ir+ then βir = 0
βir
λ
penalty factor for earliness
Λ
penalty factor for routing time constraint violation
ρi
unit penalty cost for time-window violation at
node i
ρv
penalty factor for routing time violation of vehicle
v
ω
penalty factor for tardiness

Binary variables
Sii
binary variable denoting that node i is visited
before (Sii = 1) or after (Sii = 0) node i whenever
both nodes are serviced by the same vehicle
Xvp
binary variable denoting the assignment of depot
p to vehicle v
Yrv
binary variable denoting the assignment of transportation request r to vehicle v
Continuous variables
Bi
tardiness at node i
Ci
accumulated vehicle routing cost to reach node i
anticipation at node i
Ei
Li
total cargo loaded on the assigned vehicle after
completing the service at node i
OCv
total routing cost for vehicle v
ODv
maximum routing time violation for vehicle v
OTv
total travel time for vehicle v
Ti
accumulated vehicle travel time to reach node i
Ui
total cargo unloaded from the assigned vehicle
after completing the service at node i

without any transshipment at other locations. To accomplish the
assigned transport requests, every vehicle departs from the central base and visits a number of sites along the selected route. At
each stop location, the vehicle can either pick up or deliver an
amount of load but not both. Loading and unloading times are
incurred at every stop. Moreover, each vehicle starts and ends its
journey at the central or the assigned depot. Vehicle data generally include the transport capacity, the alternative depots (if
several ones are considered) and the subset of transport requests
that can be allocated to every truck. If the pickup and/or the
delivery location has a time interval within which the service
must begin, then the problem is known as the pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW). Time windows are
usually defined based on customer preferences. Since real-world
pickup and delivery problems include time-window constraints,
most of the papers have been focused on the PDPTW. In particular, the PDPTW variant involving transport requests with a single
origin and a single destination, and a vehicle fleet departing and
returning to a central depot was the most studied. In a more
general context, the underlying ideas of the PDPTW problem
have been also applied to the coordination of the simultaneous
scheduling of production and distribution activities in multi-site
systems (Méndez, Bonfill, Espuña, & Puigjaner, 2006).
Surveys on the pickup and delivery problem can be found
in Bodin, Golden, Assad, and Ball (1983), Savelsbergh and Sol
(1995), Fisher (1995), Desrosiers, Dumas, Solomon, and Soumis
(1995), and Desaulniers, Desrosiers, Erdmann, Solomon, and
Soumis (2002). Three classes of PDPTW have usually been
tackled. One of them is the so-called single-vehicle pickup and
delivery problem with time windows (1-PDPTW) where pickup
and delivery services are all done by a single vehicle. If there are
multiple vehicles available, the problem is known as the multi-
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vehicle pickup and delivery problem (m-PDPTW). Most of the
contributions have been devoted to these two PDPTW classes. In
many practical situations, however, the cargo must be collected
from multiple nodes and transported to a single delivery location
or vice versa. Furthermore, the problem may involve a heterogeneous vehicle fleet, multiple depots and each vehicle may
have its own starting/ending base. In addition, pure pickup nodes
and/or delivery nodes demanding just a pickup or delivery service but not both can be simultaneously considered. A PDPTW
problem with all these features is called the general pickup and
delivery problem with multiple vehicle and time windows (mGPDPTW). So far, the m-GPDPTW problem has received a
rather limited attention. Problems 1-PDPTW, m-PDPTW or mGPDPTW all assume a pre-defined set of customer requests
that remains unchanged while the pickup and delivery services
are being performed. They can be regarded as distinct variants
of the static PDPTW. In real-world problems, new customer
requests are continually received in real-time and immediately
eligible for consideration. As a consequence, the current set of
routes has to be re-optimized at some time point to include
the new transport services. It is the dynamic m-GPDPTW. In
any case, the goal is to periodically adjust the present set of
routes and schedules in order to account for the updated problem
data.
Different practical problems can be modeled as pickup and
delivery problems. Among them, the VRP with backhauls
(VRPB), the dial-a-ride problem (DARP), the handicapped person transportation problem (HTP) and the courier company
pickup and delivery problem (CCPDP). The VRPB includes a set
of customers to whom products are to be delivered (pure delivery
nodes) and a set of nodes whose goods need to be transported
back to the distribution center (pure pickup nodes). Moreover,
all deliveries have to be made before all the pickups. Problems
DARP and HTP are concerned with the transportation of people
while CCPDP deals with transporting messages and parcels. A
great deal of papers on PDPTW is on dial-a-ride problems. In
contrast, fewer contributions have been focused on the pickup
and delivery of packages and goods. In the last years, there
is an increasing trend towards modeling such practical problems as particular cases of the m-GPDPTW problem formulation.
In this work, a new mixed-integer linear programming formulation for the general m-GPDPTW problem is presented.
The proposed optimization approach is capable of handling
transport requests with multiple origins and/or destinations,
heterogeneous vehicles and multiple depots. Moreover, it can
still be applied even if pure pickup and/or delivery nodes and
multiple depots are also considered. However, the exact MILP
approach can solve m-GPDPTW problem instances with at most
25 requests to optimality in a reasonable CPU time. In order to
tackle m-GPDPTW problems with a larger number of requests,
a model-based neighborhood search framework that iteratively
improves a starting solution is subsequently developed. To do
that, a neighborhood structure around the current solution is
generated by just allowing (a) multiple exchanges of requests
among neighboring trips and (b) reordering of nodes on every
tour. The so-defined neighborhood domain is systematically
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explored to find the best neighbor by solving a pair of low-size
MILP sub-problems. In order to illustrate the performance of the
proposed m-GPDPTW exact and improvement methods, they
both have been applied to a sizable set of PDPTW benchmark
examples with different time-window width and geographical
node distributions. The results have been compared with the best
solutions recently reported in the literature for such benchmark
problems.
1.1. Previous heuristic approaches
Two types of PDPTW solution methodologies have been proposed: heuristic techniques and exact optimization approaches.
Heuristic techniques can be classified into three types:
tour construction heuristics, tour improvement heuristics and
metaheuristics (Mitrovic-Minic, 1998). Constructive heuristic
algorithms gradually build a feasible solution by keeping an
eye on the solution cost but no improvement phase is next
implemented. They can be divided into two groups: decomposition methods and insertion procedures. The best construction
heuristic methods decompose the problem into three phases:
clustering, routing and scheduling. Dumas, Desrosiers and
Soumis (1989) applied a decomposition approach to the mPDPTW based on the notion of mini-clustering. A mini-cluster
is a route segment along which the demands from a small group
of clients can be satisfied by a single vehicle starting and ending
the route segment service with either the same load or empty.
Then, a mini-cluster can be treated as an aggregate transport
request entirely satisfied by a single vehicle. The optimization
algorithm is then applied to a more compact set of transportation
requests. Mini-clusters are constructed from known pickup and
delivery plans by cutting them into pieces such that each piece
starts and ends with an empty vehicle. In turn, insertion heuristics develop a set of routes by inserting one or multiple requests
into one or several open routes at a time (Altinel & Öncan, 2005;
Ioannou, Kritikos, & Prastacos, 2001; Jaw, Odon, Psaraftis, &
Wilson, 1986; Lu & Dessouky, 2006; Toth & Vigo, 1997). The
choice of which request to insert and where to insert it depends
on the heuristic being applied.
On the other hand, improvement heuristic procedures start
from a set of feasible routes and apply some kind of local
search heuristics to get a better solution. By repeatedly performing a sequence of steps, it generates and examines a
neighborhood around the current solution to hopefully find an
improved set of routes. If so, the better solution is adopted as
the new starting point and the process is repeated. The notion of
neighbor depends on the improvement heuristic being applied
(Thompson & Psaraftis, 1993). More recently, metaheuristic
methods, including simulated annealing (Van Der Bruggen,
Lenstra, & Schuur, 1993), constrained-direct search (Potvin
& Rousseau, 1995), tabu search (Nanry & Wesley Barnes,
2000; Taillard et al., 1997; Tang Montané & Diéguez Galvao,
2006), threshold algorithms, neural networks (Potvin, Shen, &
Rousseau, 1992) and genetic algorithms have also been proposed. Li and Lim (2003a, 2003b) developed a tabu-embedded
simulated annealing algorithm for the general multiple-vehicle
PDPTW which restarts a search procedure from the current
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best solution after several non-improving search iterations. In
addition, they generated a set of test cases for PDPTW based
on Solomon’s benchmark instances for VRPTW (Solomon,
1987). Tam and Kwan (2004) generated a systematic scheme to
adapt the large neighborhood search (NLS) to efficiently solve
PDPTW problems. The NLS is an iterative process of relaxation and re-optimization to continually improve on the current
routing plan until the convergence to a local minimum or the
resource exhaustion occurs. Their results compare favorably
with those obtained with Li and Lim’s metaheuristic search algorithm. Bent and Van Hentenryck (2006) developed a two-stage
hybrid methodology for the m-PDPTW problem that repeatedly
applies a simple simulated annealing algorithm to decrease the
number of routes followed by a large neighborhood search to
decrease the travel cost.
1.2. Exact optimization methods
The development of exact optimization methods started in the
early 1980s. Generally speaking, the exact approaches can be
grouped into two classes: branch-and-price and branch-and-cut
methods. Branch-and-price techniques apply a branch-andbound scheme in which lower bounds are computed by column
generation. In branch-and-cut methods, valid inequalities or cuts
are incorporated in the formulation at each node of the branchand-bound tree to tight the LP relaxation problems. Because
of its intrinsic complexity, a limited number of exact methods for the m-PDPTW has been published. Dumas, Desrosiers,
and Soumis (1991) presented a technique based on the DantzigWolfe decomposition/column generation scheme and a pricing
sub-problem involving a shortest path problem with capacity,
coupling, precedence and time-window constraints. Savelsbergh
and Sol (1998) proposed another branch-and-price approach for
the PDPTW with some interesting features. It uses construction
and improvement heuristics to solve the pricing sub-problem,
a primal heuristic at each node of the search tree to compute
upper bounds and a clever column handling procedure to keep
the column generation master problem as small as possible. Lu
and Dessouky (2004) developed an MILP optimisation-based
framework and a branch-and-cut algorithm for solving the mPDPTW problem. It permits to solve problem instances of up
to 5 vehicles and 17 customer requests on problems without
clusters. Recently, Cordeau (2006) developed a branch-and-cut
algorithm for the dial-and-ride problem based on a three-index
formulation.
2. The problem deﬁnition
The multiple vehicle pickup and delivery problem with time
windows consists of finding the optimal routes for a vehicle fleet
in order to fulfill a set of customer requests r ∈ R at minimum
total cost while satisfying all problem constraints. Let us define
the set R containing the transport requests, the set I comprising all pickup and delivery nodes to be serviced and the set
V including the available vehicles. Moreover, I+ is the set of
pickup nodes (I+ ⊂ I) while I− (⊂I) just comprises the delivery
nodes, i.e. I = {I+ ∪ I− }. Other important sets are the one con-

taining all pickup and delivery nodes related to request r (Ir ) as
well as the pickup locations Ir+ and the delivery locations Ir−
for request r ∈ R. It may occur that the same site is associated
to different requests to accomplish a similar or a different task.
In such a case, it should be defined as many (pickup or delivery) nodes located on that site as the number of related requests.
In other words, every problem node is associated to only one
transportation order.
In general terms, a customer request r ∈ R involves the
transportation of some load from multiple origins to multiple
destinations. A given set of pickup nodes i ∈ Ir+ and/or the preassigned starting depot are usually the origin points. In turn, the
destinations may include a given set of delivery nodes i ∈ Ir−
and/or the pre-assigned final terminal. This general definition
also accounts for requests involving the transportation of goods
to a set of pure delivery nodes from a pre-defined supply depot
or the collection of goods from a number of pickup nodes to
transport them to a pre-defined end base. Therefore, the data set
associated to any request r includes: (a) an initial cargo qro to be
loaded at the pre-defined starting depot; (b) a group of collection
nodes i ∈ Ir+ from each one a load αir is to be picked up; (c) a
number of delivery nodes i ∈ Ir− to each one a load βi r is to
be delivered and (d) a final cargo qrf destined to the pre-defined
end base. Moreover, the data for a transportation request must
satisfy the following condition:
qro +


i ∈ Ir+

αir =


i ∈ Ir−

βi r + qrf ,

∀r ∈ R

Time windows (ai , bi ) are given for pickup and delivery tasks
within which they must be accomplished. Vehicles depart and
return to the same depot but the one assigned to a particular vehicle is a problem decision. Vehicle capacities and depot locations
are also problem data. While the vehicles perform the pickup
and delivery tasks, numerous constraints are to be satisfied.
They are the following: (a) every used vehicle has its assigned
depot (depot assignment constraint); (b) each customer request
r ∈ R must be serviced by a single vehicle visiting a pickup node
first except for pure delivery nodes (vehicle assignment, pairing
and precedence constraints); (c) the capacity of a vehicle can
never be exceeded after visiting a pickup node (capacity constraints at pickup nodes); (d) a vehicle must transport enough
load to meet customer demand when stopping at a delivery node
(capacity constraints at delivery nodes); (e) each used vehicle
should return to its base (final destination constraints); (f) the
total time/distance traveled by a vehicle from the starting depot
to a particular node location must be greater than the one required
to reach a preceding node on the tour (time-based sequencing
constraints); (g) the service at each node must be started within
the specified time window (hard time-window constraints); (h)
the duration of any tour must never exceed a maximum travel
time tvmax . In some practical VRPTW problems, time-window
constraints can be violated but at the expense of a penalty cost
payment (soft time-window constraints).
The problem goal is to minimize the total cost of providing pickup or delivery service to every node. Three different
types of costs are usually considered. First, the total vehicle
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fixed costs, including acquisition and maintenance expenses,
aimed at minimizing the number of used vehicles. Second,
the distance-based and/or the time-based transportation cost
accounting for the fuel consumption, vehicle maintenance and
driver wages. Third, the customer inconvenience originated by
pickups or deliveries performed either sooner or later than the
desired service time windows. The customer inconvenience
is usually regarded as a linear function of the time-window
constraint violations. Often, the authors selected a weighted
combination of the travel distance cost, the service time cost and
the customer’s inconvenience cost as the problem objective to
minimize.

3. The problem mathematical formulation
Consider a road network represented by a graph G{I+ , I− ,
P, R, A}, where I+ = {i1 , i2 , . . ., in } denotes the set of pickup
nodes, I − = {i1 , i2 , . . . , in } is the set of delivery nodes, P = {p1 ,
p2 , . . ., pl } represents the set of depots, R = {r1 , r2 , . . ., rs }
stands for the transportation requests each one featuring a set
of pickup and delivery nodes Ir = {Ir+ ∪ Ir− }, and A = {aii /(i,
i ) ∈ I+ ∪ I− ∪ P} defining the set of minimum cost arcs between
nodes. To fulfill pickup and delivery tasks, a set of vehicles
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vm } is available. The service time at location
k ∈ {I+ ∪ I− } by vehicle v is denoted by stvk . In addition, there
is a vehicle-dependent distance-based traveling cost matrix C =
{cii }v and a vehicle-dependent travel time matrix Γ = {tii }v
both associated to the set A. For a pickup node i ∈ Ir+ related to
request r, there is a given load αir to be collected within a time
window [ai , bi ]. Similarly, a given load βi r is to be delivered to
node i ∈ Ir− within a time window [ai , bi ].
Three types of decision variables are included in the mathematical model: depot-to-vehicle assignment variables (Xpv ),
vehicle-to-request allocation variables (Yrv ) and node sequencing variables (Sii ). Binary variable Xpv is equal one if depot
p ∈ P is assigned to vehicle v ∈ V . If request r ∈ R is serviced by
vehicle v, then the 0–1 variable Yrv becomes equal to one. In
turn, the sequencing variable Sii is equal one whenever the pair
of nodes i, i ∈ I are on the same route and node i is visited earlier.
The variable Sii is defined for any pair of nodes, regardless of
whether they are pickup or delivery nodes.
The proposed MILP formulation also includes six important
non-negative continuous variables: Ci , OCv , Ti , OTv , Li and Ui .
Variable Ci is the distance-based transport cost from the starting depot to node i ∈ Ir along the route assigned to the vehicle
servicing request r. The travel time to go from the starting depot
to node i ∈ I is given by Ti . In turn, OCv is the overall routing
cost for the tour assigned to vehicle v, and OTv is the total time
required by vehicle v to complete the tour. The overall load collected by vehicle v while going from the starting depot up to
node i ∈ I, including the initial cargo, is given by Li . In contrast,
Ui is the overall cargo delivered by the assigned vehicle from
the starting depot to node i ∈ I. Additional continuous variables
whose values become set by the previously defined variables
include the time-window constraint violations (Ei , Bi ) and the
maximum routing time constraint violation ODv .
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3.1. The problem constraints
3.1.1. Assignment constraints
• Allocation of depots to vehicles: If used, a vehicle v ∈ V must
be assigned to a single depot p ∈ P from which it starts the
tour and to which it will return after accomplishing all the
assigned pickup/delivery tasks.

Xvp ≤ 1, ∀v ∈ V
(1)
p∈P

• Assignment of vehicles to transportation requests: Each transportation request r ∈ R must be fulfilled by just a single vehicle
v∈V.

Yr v = 1, ∀r ∈ R
(2)
v∈V

If some request r has been pre-assigned to depot p , it should
then be visited by a vehicle v ∈ V allocated to depot p , i.e.
Xvp = 1. Therefore, Yr v ≤ Xvp , ∀v ∈ V .
• Vehicle availability condition: An unused vehicle v ∈ V has
no designated depot (Xvp = 0). If Xvp = 0, then the vehicle v is not available to fulfill any customer request r ∈ R.
Consequently, none of the variables Yrv can be equal one as
prescribed by Eq. (3). The parameter MX is an upper bound
on the number of transport requests allocated to any vehicle
v.


Yrv ≤ MX
Xvp , ∀v ∈ V
(3)
r∈R

p∈P

Alternatively, the constraint (3) can be equivalently so written:

Yrv ≤
Xvp , ∀r ∈ R, v ∈ V
(3 )
p∈P

3.1.2. Routing-cost deﬁning constraints
• Minimun routing cost from the vehicle base to node i: If node
i ∈ Ir is serviced by vehicle v (Yrv = 1) housed in depot p
(Xpv = 1), then the traveling cost from depot p to node i (Ci )
v . The parameter
must always be greater than or equal to cpi
v
cpi represents the least travel cost from depot p to node i. The
v if node i is the first one
value of Ci will be exactly equal to cpi
visited by the assigned vehicle v and depot p is the selected
base for v.
v
Ci ≥ cpi
(Xvp + Yrv − 1),

∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, v ∈ V, p ∈ P
(4)

If vehicle v starts the trip empty, then a pickup node i ∈ Ir+ for
some request r will first be visited. In some cases, however,
the PDP problem involves transport requests with a positive
qro and, therefore, some vehicles will leave their bases transporting a finite load and may visit a delivery node i ∈ Ir−
first.
• Distance-cost-based sequencing constraints. Let ciiv  stand for
/ i)
the least travel cost from node i ∈ Ir to node i ∈ Ir (i =
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on vehicle v, where r, r ∈ R and Ir includes pickup/delivery
nodes related to request r. If both nodes (i, i ) are on the same
tour (Yrv = Yr v = 1, for some vehicle v) and node i is earlier
visited (Sii = 1), then the travel cost from the base to node i
(Ci ) must always be greater than Ci by at least ciiv  . If node
i is visited later (Sii = 0), the reverse statement holds. Such
conditions are enforced by constraints (5a) and (5b) which
become redundant whenever nodes (i, i ) ∈ I are serviced by
different vehicles (Yrv + Yr v < 2). By definition, MC is an
upper bound on the travel cost from the depot to any node
i ∈ I. It is important to remark that just a single sequencing
variable Sii (i < i ) is to be defined for every pair of nodes (i,
i ).
Ci ≥ Ci + ciiv  − MC (1 − Sii ) − MC (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(5a)

(5b)

In case r = r and every customer request involves a single
pickup node i ∈ Ir+ and a single delivery node i ∈ Ir− , then
pickup node i should be visited earlier and Sii = 1 assuming
i < i . Therefore, the distance-based sequencing constraints
((5a) and (5b)) reduce to the following pairing condition:
(5 )

• Overall routing cost for the tour assigned to vehicle v: The
overall traveling cost incurred by vehicle v (OCv ) to satisfy
the assigned requests r ∈ Rv must always be greater than the
traveling expenses from the origin-depot p to any node i ∈ Ir
v standing for
on the tour (i.e. Ci ) by at least the amount cip
the travel cost from node i to depot p. Indeed, the last node
visited by vehicle v is the one defining the largest value of
OCv and therefore the constraint (6) for such a node and the
visiting vehicle v is just binding at the optimum. If nodes
i, i ∈ Ir are both on the tour and i is the last visited, then
constraint (6) for node i will become redundant because the
v , by definition, is smaller than or at most equal
travel cost cip
to the traveling expenses from i to p through at least another
v ≤ cv + cv .
node i , i.e. cip
ii
i p

civp Xv p − MC (1 − Yrv ),
OCv ≥ Ci +
p∈P

∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(6)

3.1.3. Arrival-time deﬁning constraints
• Earliest visiting time for node I: The assigned vehicle v will
v , where t v is the least
never arrive at node i ∈ I before time tpi
pi
travel time from depot p to node i. Constraint (7) assumes
that vehicle v is ready at t = 0. Otherwise, the ready time for
v .
vehicle v should be added to tpi
Ti ≥

v
tpi
(Xvp

+ Yrv − 1),

(8a)
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiv i − MT Sii − MT (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V, p ∈ P
(7)

(8b)

In case r = r and every customer request involves a single
pickup node i ∈ Ir+ and a single delivery node i ∈ Ir− , then
node i should be visited before node i and Sii = 1. Moreover,
the time-based sequencing constraints (8a) and (8b) reduce to
the following pairing condition:
Ti ≥ Ti + tiiv  − MT (1 − Yrv ),
((∀ i ∈ Ir+ , i ∈ Ir− , r ∈ R, v ∈ V

Ci ≥ Ci + civi − MC (1 − Yrv ),
∀ i ∈ Ir+ , i ∈ Ir− , r ∈ R, v ∈ V

Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiiv  − MT (1 − Sii ) − MT (2 − Yrv − Yr v )

∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

Ci ≥ Ci + civ i − MC Sii − MC (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

• Time-based sequencing constraints: Let us assume that nodes
/ i) are both serviced by the same vehicle
i ∈ Ir and i ∈ Ir (i =
v. If node i is visited before (Sii = 1), then the arrival time at
node i (Ti ) should be greater than Ti by at least the sum of
both the service time (sti ) at node i and the traveling time tiiv 
from i to i . If not (Sii = 0), the reverse statement holds. If
one of the nodes is not on the tour, then Yrv + Yr v < 2 for
any vehicle v and, therefore, constraints (8a) and (8b) both
become redundant. MT is an upper bound on the duration of
any tour.

(8c)

• Overall routing time along the tour assigned to vehicle v: The
total time required by vehicle v to accomplish the assigned
transport requests is found by adding both the service time sti
v along the edge (i, p) to the arrival time
and the travel time tip
at the node last visited. Since the last node visited by vehicle
v is not known beforehand, then Eq. (9) is written for every
node i ∈ Ir .

OTv ≥ Ti + sti +
tivp Xv p − MT (1 − Yr v ),
p∈P

∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(9)

• Time-window constraint-violation due to early service at node
i ∈ Ir
Ei ≥ ai − Ti ,

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

(10)

If the assigned vehicle arrives early at node i, it can wait
until the ith-time window is open (Ti = ai ) to avoid paying a
penalty cost.
• Time-window constraint-violation due to late service at node
i
Bi ≥ Ti − bi ,

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

(11)

• Maximum service time constraint-violation for vehicle v
ODv ≥ OTv − tvmax ,

∀v ∈ V

Variables Ei , Bi and ODv are all non-negative.

(12)
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3.1.4. Vehicle-load deﬁning constraints
• Capacity constraint on the load transported by vehicle v after
visiting node i: Eq. (13a) states that the cargo transported by
vehicle v ∈ V just after servicing a pickup node i ∈ Ir+ (Yrv = 1)
must not exceed the vehicle capacity qv . Such a load can be
computed as the difference between non-negative variables
Li and Ui . Variable Li stands for the overall load collected
by vehicle v along the route, including the initial cargo, just
after servicing node i while Ui represents the overall cargo
unloaded from vehicle v from the starting depot up to node
i. The capacity of vehicle v is given by qv . In turn, Eq. (13b)
specifies that the cargo transported by vehicle v ∈ V after servicing a delivery node i ∈ Ir− (Yrv = 1) must be non-negative.

qv Yr v , ∀ i ∈ Ir+ , r ∈ R
(13a)
Li − Ui ≤
v∈V

Li − Ui ≥ 0,

∀ i ∈ Ir− , r ∈ R

(13b)

• Load-based sequencing constraints: Let us assume that nodes
(i, i ) ∈ I are linked to requests r ∈ R and r ∈ R, respectively,
both serviced by vehicle v ∈ V (Yrv + Yr v = 2). If node i is
visited before node i (Sii = 1), then the total cargo loaded
on vehicle v from the starting depot to node i (Li ) should be
greater than Li by at least αi r . Such a condition is enforced by
Eq. (14a). The parameter αi r is zero if i is a delivery node.
Conversely, if node i ∈ Ir is visited earlier, then Eq. (14b)
holds and Li must be greater than Li by at least αir . Similarly,
Eq. (15a) states that the total load delivered by vehicle v from
the starting depot up to node i ∈ Ir (Ui ) should be greater
than Ui by at least βi r if both nodes are serviced by v and
node i is visited earlier. The parameter βi r is zero if i is a
pickup node. If node i ∈ I is visited later (Sii = 0), the reverse
condition holds and Eq. (15b) may become active. If one of
the requests r, r ∈ R or both are not serviced by vehicle v,
then Yrv + Yr v < 2, and all constraints (14) and (15) become
redundant. By definition ML is an upper bound on the total
load collected or delivered by a vehicle along the assigned
tour.
Li ≥ Li + αi r − ML (1 − Si i ) − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(14a)

Li ≥ Li + αir − ML Sii − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(14b)

Ui ≥ Ui + βi r − ML (1 − Sii ) − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(15a)

tour plus the initial cargo with which it leaves the assigned
base.

 
qro Yr v −
αi r Yr v ≤ ML (1 − Yr v ),
Li −
r ∈ R

r ∈ Ri ∈ I +
r

∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(16)

Similarly, the total cargo unloaded from vehicle v after visiting
a node i (Ui ) can never be greater than the total amount of
goods delivered along the whole tour.
 
Ui −
βi r Yr v ≤ ML (1 − Yr v ),
r ∈ Ri ∈ I −
r

∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(17)

• Lower bounds on the values of Li and Ui : Eq. (18a) states that
the total cargo loaded on the vehicle up to any node i ∈ Ir must
at least be equal to the initial cargo plus αir . The parameter αir
takes a positive value just for pickup nodes. Symmetrically,
Eq. (18b) states that the total cargo unloaded from the vehicle
up to node i ∈ Ir must at least be equal to βir . The parameter
βir takes a positive value just for delivery nodes.

Li ≥
qro Yr v + αi r − ML (1 − Yrv ), ∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R
r ∈ R

Ui ≥ βi r ,

(18a)
∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

(18b)

3.2. The problem objective function
The problem goal is to minimize a weighted combination
of vehicle fixed costs, distance and time-based routing costs
as well as some measure of the total customer inconvenience
(time-window constraint violations).


min
(OCv + μ OTv + τ ODv ) +
(λEi + ωBi )
(19)
v∈V

i∈I

Assignment constraints (1)–(3) together with the distancebased sequencing constraints (4)–(6) all define an alternative
formulation to the traditional m-TSP. Timing constraints are
considered by the model through time-based sequencing time
constraints (7)–(9) and time-window constraints (10)–(12) while
capacity constraints are handled through Eqs. (13)–(18). Timing
window constraints can be treated as hard constraints by driving
the variables Ei , Bi and ODv all to zero in constraints (10)–(12)
and removing the associated penalty cost terms from the objective function. The proposed mathematical model can account for
heterogeneous fleets and multiple depots.
3.3. Time-window-based variable and constraint
elimination rules

Ui ≥ Ui + βir − ML Sii − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V
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(15b)

• Upper bounds on the values of Li and Ui : The total cargo
loaded on a vehicle v after visiting a node i (Li ) can never
be greater than the total load collected by vehicle v along the

In order to improve the computational efficiency of the MILP
branch-and-bound solution procedure, exact elimination rules
based on time-window specifications were proposed to remove a
significant number of sequencing variables and constraints from
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the mathematical model. In this way, a more compact solution
space can be generated. Since they result from assuming hard
time windows, the proposed rules can rigorously be applied to
just the hard-TW version of the PDPTW problem. The narrower
the time windows the larger the impact of the elimination rules on
the problem size. To maximize the effect of the elimination rules,
time windows are to be shrinked before applying the elimination
rules by repeatedly using the so-called time-window contraction
rules. They were derived in a straightforward manner from similar rules proposed by Cyrus (1988) and Desrochers, Desrosiers,
and Solomon (1992) for the VRPTW problem. Contraction rules
just eliminate some early and/or late intervals [(aknew − akold ),
(bkold − bknew )] from the time window of node k only if the service
at node k can never start within them. In other words, no feasible
route is withdrawn from the solution space and optimality is still
guaranteed.
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
new
old
v
v
ak = max ak , min (a + st + t k )
(20)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
a k ∈A
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
v∈V

bknew = min

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

bkold ,

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬

a

v
v
max (b + stvk + tlk
), max (bi − stvk − tki
)
⎪
ak i ∈ A
k ∈A
⎪

v∈V

v∈V

(21)

⎪
⎭

Two types of exact elimination rules are defined. Rules of type
I are based on the concept of incompatible transport requests. In
turn, rules of type II rely on the fact that some pickup/delivery
nodes associated with compatible requests must be serviced in
a certain order when visited by the same vehicle.
• Incompatible pickup/delivery nodes: Two nodes (i, k) ∈ I that
cannot be assigned to the same vehicle are called incompatible. Otherwise, a time-window constraint will be violated.
They are said to be incompatible if any vehicle coming from
node i at the earliest possible time arrives at node k when
the kth-time window has already closed and vice versa. The
incompatibility conditions for nodes (i, k) are therefore given
by:
v >b
ai + stvi + tik
k
v
v
ak + stk + tki > bi

(22)

where (ai , bi ) and (ak , bk ) stand for the time-windows of nodes
i and k, respectively.
• Incompatible transportation requests: Two transportation
requests r: (Ir+ , Ir− ) and r : (Ir+ , Ir− ) that cannot be assigned
to the same vehicle are said to be incompatible. If they are
serviced by the same vehicle, some time-window constraints
will be violated. Requests r, r ∈ R are said to be incompatible
if at least a pair of pickup/delivery nodes (i, i ), with i ∈ Ir and
i ∈ Ir , is incompatible according to definition (22). For a pair
of incompatible requests (r, r ) ∈ IR, the following condition

holds:
Yrv + Yr v ≤ 1,

∀v ∈ V, (r, r ) ∈ IR

(23)

If requests r and r cannot be fulfilled by the same vehicle, then Eqs. (5a) and (5b), (8a) and (8b), (14a) and (14b)
and (15a) and (15b) for the pair (r, r ) ∈ IR and their related
nodes i ∈ Ir and i ∈ Ir together with the related sequencing
variables Sii can all be deleted from the problem formulation. When a single-vehicle PDPTW problem includes n
pairs of incompatible requests involving a single pickup node
and a single delivery node, then 4n sequencing variables and
(8n + 8n + 2n + 2n) = 20n sequencing constraints can be eliminated.
• Preordered pickup/delivery nodes of compatible requests: A
pair of nodes (i, k) ∈ I is said to be a preordered one if they
should be visited in a certain order by the same vehicle in
order to satisfy the time-window constraints. For instance,
node i should be serviced before node k by the same vehicle
if the following conditions hold:
v
ai + stvi + ti,k
≤ bk ,

∀v ∈ V

(24a)

v
ak + stvk + tki
> bi ,

∀v ∈ V

(24b)

Let us assume that the pickup/delivery nodes i ∈ Ir and k ∈ Ir
are related to a pair of compatible requests (r, r ) and satisfy conditions (24a) and (24b). Then, nodes (i, k) can be serviced by
the same vehicle only if node i is visited first, i.e. Sik = 1. Therefore, Eqs. (5a) and (5b) and (8a) and (8b) reduce themselves to
simpler constraints (25) and (26), respectively.
v
Ck ≥ Ci + cik
− MC (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),

i ∈ Ir , k ∈ Ir (i < k), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(25)

v
Tk ≥ Ti + stvk + tik
− MT (2 − Yrv − Yr v ) ,

i ∈ Ir , k ∈ Ir (i < k), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(26)

In addition, Eqs. (14a) and (14b) and (15a) and (15b) turn
into constraints (27) and (28):
Lk ≥ Li + αkr − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
i ∈ Ir , k ∈ Ir (i < k), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(27)

Uk ≥ Ui + βkr − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ),
i ∈ Ir , k ∈ Ir (i < k), r, r ∈ R, v ∈ V

(28)

This rule can be viewed as the generalization of the one developed for Langevin, Desrochers, Desrosiers, Gelinas, and Soumis
(1993) for the TSPTW. When a single-vehicle PDPTW problem
includes n pairs of preordered nodes, then n sequencing variables
Sik and at most 6n constraints can be eliminated.
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4. The MILP-based local search improvement strategy
4.1. The neighborhood structure deﬁnition
Real-world m-PDPTW problems are commonly characterized by a high combinatorial complexity that easily exceeds
the capabilities of current optimization codes. To overcome this
limitation, effective modeling techniques and solution strategies are required. In this particular logistic problem, the solution
strategy can take advantage of the geographical location of the
nodes to be serviced in order to generate a set of representative sub-problems with manageable size. To this end, a compact
neighborhood domain around the current solution is defined in
such a way that the whole original problem can be effectively
optimized through a rigorous local-search methodology.
In the context of the definition of the neighborhood structure, transportation requests can be classified into two types:
fixed (RF ) and mobile (RM ) depending on whether they should
stay on the current route or can be transferred to neighboring
tours. Pickup and delivery nodes associated to a fixed request r
are forced to remain on the current route because the chance of
reducing the overall traveling costs by moving them to a neighboring tour is rather low. However, their relative locations on
the current route v can be modified. Some simple criterion to
estimate the likelihood of getting savings in traveling costs from
moving request r to another vehicle v is then required. Obviously, the set of fixed requests RF may change from one iteration
k to the next (k + 1) since the set of nodes on the route v generally varies. On the contrary, it is expected that the transfer of
a mobile request r ∈ RM to a closer route v probably leads to a
lower-cost solution. Every vehicle route v can have one or several neighboring tours v but the set of candidate routes v ∈ Vrk
for a particular mobile request r at iteration k includes just a few
tours in addition to the current one. In short, the neighborhood
structure will comprise a rather small set of feasible solutions
that can be generated by: (a) transferring mobile requests r ∈ RM
from the current route v to some arbitrary position on a neighboring route v ∈ Vr (v =
/ v) and (b) reordering pickup/delivery
nodes of fixed requests r ∈ RF located on the same vehicle route
v.
To classify the nodes on a route into fixed or mobile ones,
an easy-to-compute criteria based on the widely known sweep
heuristic has been developed (Gillet and Miller, 1974). Such a
sweep heuristic groups the nodes based on their angular coordinates with respect to some line radiating from the central
depot. As the line moves clockwise or counterclockwise, trips
are constructed by allocating neighboring nodes with similar
angular coordinates to the same vehicle while its capacity is not
exceeded. In this way, it is generated a set of routes with an optimal topology pattern consisting of non-overlapping petal-shaped
routes, usually observed on a wide range of routing problems.
In a similar way, this paper defines a pair of characteristic angular distances ϕ0 and ϕ1 , with ϕ1 < ϕ0 , to categorize a node as
fixed or mobile. The model parameters (ϕ0 , ϕ1 ) define a pair of
cones surrounding each trip v (see Fig. 1). Let us assume that
the whole vehicle fleet is housed in a central depot. Each characteristic cone for a trip v has its origin at the central depot, its

Fig. 1. Illustrative representation of model parameters (ϕ0 , ϕ1 ) defining fixed
and mobile requests.

axis is a ray going from the origin through the centre of gravity
of the trip, and its two delimiting rays form an angle ϕ0 or ϕ1
with the trip axis. Values for the model parameters (ϕ0 , ϕ1) are
set by the user.
The ϕ1 -slim cone defines a narrow zone around the trip axis
containing the nodes that, a priori, are likely to stay on the tour
at the end of the improvement process; i.e. the set of fixed nodes
IvF on trip v. In other words, a fixed node i ∈ IvF is one featuring an angle θiv < ϕ1 , where θiv is measured from the vth-trip
axis to the ray connecting node i to the central depot (see Fig. 1).
Any node i ∈ Iv outside the ϕ1 -cone (θi v > ϕ1 ) will be regarded
as a potential mobile node on trip v that may be transferred to
neighboring trips. The angle θi v is determined from the polar
coordinates of both the node i and the centre of gravity of route
v to which belongs at the starting solution. Such polar coordinates are computed from the Cartesian coordinates of both the
node i (xi , yi ) and the depot p ∈ P housing vehicle v (xp , yp ),
respectively. Once a preliminary classification of nodes based
on the ϕ1 -cone has been performed, the transport requests are
categorized into fixed or mobile according to the condition of the
related pickup and delivery nodes. Therefore, a fixed request is
one whose pickup and delivery nodes (or just an arbitrary number k1 of them) have all been classified as fixed nodes. In turn, a
mobile request means that at least one (or an arbitrary number k2
adopted by the user) of the associated pickup or delivery nodes is
mobile. Here, it is worth remarking that the whole request must
always be serviced by a single vehicle. Consequently, one or
more mobile nodes in a request will force the other fixed nodes
of the request to be re-categorized as mobile ones.
On the other hand, the ϕ0 -expanded cone defines a geographical area beyond the ϕ1 -cone that may contain nodes from
/ v (see Fig. 1). In this way, the ϕ0 -cone
neighboring routes v =
around trip v permits to identify the set of mobile requests from
neighboring routes that can be transferred to trip v. They are
requests with at least one (or an arbitrary number k3 ) mobile
node lying inside the ϕ0 -cone around trip v. Therefore, a mobile
request from a neighboring trip v with a mobile node i featuring
an angle θi v ≤ ϕ0 measured from the vth-trip axis to the ray con-
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necting node i to the central depot will feature the route v as one
of the candidate trips to which it can be transferred, i.e. v ∈ Vik .
In short, the ϕ0 -cone aims to determine the candidate routes for
mobile requests. It permits to determine the set of requests that
may potentially be transferred to trip v on the next iteration k
(Rkv ). In addition to such candidate requests from nearby tours,
the set Rkv will also include fixed and moving requests visited by
vehicle v at the previous iteration (Rk−1
v ). The angle ϕ0 must be
sufficiently small to generate a problem formulation that can be
solved to optimality at low CPU time but large enough to define
a feasible space containing better solutions than the current one.
An allocation variable Yr v is just defined for a mobile request
r only if r  ∈ Rkv . From Fig. 1, it can be observed that request
r2 is a fixed one on tour V1 because both the pickup r2+ and
the delivery node r2− lie inside the ϕ1 -cone around the axis of
trip V1 while r1 are r3 are mobile ones because at least one of
the nodes of such requests lies outside the ϕ1 -cone for trip V1.
Then, requests r1 are r3 can potentially be transferred to neighboring routes. Since one of the nodes of request r3 lies inside
the ϕ0 -cone around trip V2, then r3 can either be transferred to
tour V2 (r3 ∈ RV2 ) or remain on tour V1 (r3 ∈ RV1 ) in the next
iteration. Conversely, r4 is a mobile request currently on tour V2
that can be transferred to tour V1 because its pickup node lies
inside the ϕ0 -cone around trip V1.
Finally, it is defined a third model parameter dmax representing the maximum allowed Euclidean distance between a trip v
and a mobile node i from a neighboring route. Despite θiv ≤ ϕ0 ,
every node i farther than dmax from the center of gravity of tour
v cannot be transferred to v. If all pickup and delivery nodes (or
k3 of them) associated to a request r cannot be moved to tour
v, then Yrv can be deleted from the problem formulation. In all
the examples solved in this paper, the value of dmax was large
enough to never exclude a potential request exchange between
neighboring trips.
4.2. The MILP-based optimization sub-problems
A pair of local optimization problems whose solution spaces
jointly define the neighborhood structure to be explored is next
presented. They are called sub-problems I and II, respectively.
Both sub-problems arise from a proper simplification of the exact
model previously presented and lead to mathematical formulations that are simpler and easier to solve. Sub-problem I is
based on the underlying idea that a non-optimal solution can be
improved by exchanging mobile requests among neighboring
routes. For this reason, it just includes a subset of vehicle-request
assignment variables, i.e. Yrv , ∀r ∈ Rv , v ∈ V . In turn, subproblem II only allows the reordering of all nodes on every tour
by properly adjusting the sequencing variables. By sequentially
solving both sub-problems, multiple re-allocations of requests
to other tours and node reordering on every trip can occur at each
major iteration and an improved feasible solution will hopefully
be discovered. The choice of proper values for the parameters
(ϕ0 , ϕ1 ) defining the neighborhood domain usually leads the
proposed methodology to obtain substantial improvements in
the objective function with rather modest computational effort.
However, the improvement search can be trapped in a local opti-

mum. To restart the search towards a better feasible solution,
a relaxed version of sub-problem I in which all transportation
requests can be exchanged among neighboring routes is to be
solved. Such a relaxation of sub-problem I, called sub-problem
III, is derived by driving ϕ1 to zero. Since it requires a higher
computational cost, sub-problem III will be solved only if the
normal local optimization procedure fails to improve the current
solution.
To start the search, an initial feasible solution must be available. In case that multiple depots are involved in the starting
solution, the method assumes that every transport request r ∈ R
and every vehicle v ∈ V has a pre-assigned depot p ∈ P. In
other words, a request r should be visited by a vehicle v
whose base is depot p if r  has been assigned to p , i.e. if
r ∈ Rp then it will be serviced by v ∈ Vp . The sets Rp and
Vp for any p ∈ P can be defined based on the starting solution. During the search, a request r ∈ Rp can only be transferred
to other tours starting and ending at depot p, and the base p
for any vehicle v ∈ Vp cannot be changed. However, it may
occur that a vehicle v ∈ Vp in use at the starting solution is
no longer needed at the set of improved routes for depot p
because the related tour does not comprise any request. Since
node exchanges between tours related to different depots are not
allowed, the method should be repeatedly applied to improve the
tours pre-assigned to any depot p ∈ P. Therefore, a single depot is
assumed in the formulation of sub-problems I–III. The optimality of the improved solution provided by the algorithm is never
guaranteed for either single-depot or multiple-depot PDPTW
problems.
4.2.1. Sub-problem I: exchanging requests among
neighboring routes
In this sub-problem, the set of requests R is partitioned into
two subsets involving mobile requests (RM ) and fixed requests
(RF ), respectively, in such a way that R = RF ∪ RM . The basic
idea is to fix all the initial depot-vehicle assignments and iteratively revise a limited number of request-vehicle allocation and
node sequencing decisions. For fixed requests RF , assignment
variables (Yrv ) and sequencing variables Sii (with i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir ,
r, r ∈ RF ) are all frozen at their initial values. Conversely, there
will be as many assignment variables Yrv associated to a mobile
request r ∈ RM as the number of candidate tours Vr for request
r including the one where is currently located. If transferred
to another tour v ∈ Vr , the insertion points of nodes i ∈ Ir are
optimally selected by defining the sequencing variables for the
following pairs of nodes: (a) pickup/delivery nodes for request
r, i ∈ Ir , (b) nodes related to other requests r =
/ r currently
located on the candidate tours for request r: i ∈ Ir , r  ∈ Rv ,
/ r that can
v ∈ Vr and (c) nodes related to other requests r =
be transferred to a candidate tour v ∈ Vr (i.e. Vr ∩ Vr =
/ ∅).
This leads to different types of sequencing constraints depending on the pair of fixed/mobile nodes being considered. Some
of them are redundant and can be deleted from the problem
formulation while others turn to be much simpler, thus reducing the combinatorial nature of the problem. The resulting
mathematical formulation for sub-problem I is presented in
Appendix A.
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4.2.2. Sub-problem II: reordering nodes on every
individual route
The definition of the neighborhood structure is completed by
introducing sub-problem II where the reordering of nodes on
every route is only permitted. In contrast to sub-problem I, no
exchange of nodes among neighboring routes is allowed and
the vehicle allocation variables Yrv are deleted from the problem formulation. Therefore, sub-problem II is to be solved as
many times as the number of tours in the solution provided
by sub-problem I. Although sub-problem II is characterized
by a much lower computational cost than sub-problem I, the
re-optimization of individual routes may jointly generate significant improvements in the objective function. The mathematical
formulation for sub-problem II is presented in Appendix B.
4.2.3. Sub-problem III: simultaneous reordering and
exchange of nodes
Since the search can be trapped in a local optimum, a larger
neighborhood needs to be considered in order to move towards a
better solution. To this end, every transport request is regarded as
mobile and can be transferred to some neighboring route. This is
achieved by making ϕ1 = 0 and adopting a finite ϕ0 to define the
candidate tours for every request. Moreover, the reordering of
nodes on every trip is also allowed. Therefore, the mathematical
model for sub-problem III is similar to the exact formulation
introduced in Section 3 except for: (i) a single depot is assumed
and no vehicle-depot assignment variable is needed, and (ii)
a smaller ϕ0 is adopted to decrease the number of candidate
routes for each request, i.e. |Vr |. However, the use of an extended
neighborhood will surely a smaller lead to a larger problem formulation. For this reason, sub-problem III will be solved only if
sub-problems I and II both fail to improve the current solution.
4.3. Spatial decomposition of large m-PDPTW problems
Since the neighborhood structure accounts for solutions generated from the current solution by reordering nodes on each
individual tour or relocating requests to neighboring trips, there
is no sense in tackling the whole m-PDPTW problem at once. In
a local search environment, each tour just exchanges nodes with
a few routes closed to it and the attention should therefore be
focused on a much smaller geographical area where such interacting trips are confined. In order to take advantage of such a
problem feature, a rotating angular sector (RAS) is defined with
origin at the central depot (DC) and delimiting rays emanating
from the DC with angular coordinates Ω1 and Ω2 , respectively
(see Fig. 2). The angle Ω (=Ω2 − Ω1 ) between the extreme rays
remains fixed as the RAS rotates. In order to sweep the whole
service region, the RAS will turn around the DC by equally
increasing the extreme ray angular coordinates Ω1 and Ω2 by
a fixed quantity Ω. In this way, the RAS will take a series of
angular positions {Ω(1) , Ω(2) , . . .} before rotating 2π and start
a new turn. If some but not all nodes of a trip v are inside the
RAS(m) at a particular position Ω(m) = 0.5 (Ω2 (m) + Ω1 (m) ) of the
RAS-axis, then the procedure assumes that the whole trip v is
contained in RAS(m) . In other words, a node i will pertain to

Fig. 2. The rotating angular sector (RAS) decomposing the service region into
smaller zones.
(m)

RAS(m) if either (a) its angular coordinate Θi is between Ω1
(m)
(m)
(m)
and Ω2 (Ω1 ≤ Θi ≤ Ω2 ) or alternatively (b) the trip to
which it currently belongs has at least a node i satisfying the
(m)
(m)
condition Ω1 ≤ Θi ≤ Ω2 . At any location Ω(m) , therefore,
(m)
will contain a limited number of complete tours
the RAS
together with the nodes located on all of them. Moreover, a trip
v may belong to the rotating sector at two consecutive locations
(1)
Ω(m) and Ω(m+1) . Initially, Ω1 is set equal to zero. If N is the
number of RAS-locations per turn, then N = (2π/Ω).
Each time sub-problems I and II for a particular location
Ω(m) are solved, only routes inside the RAS(m) will be considered. Nodes and trips beyond RAS(m) are ignored. Therefore,
the mathematical formulations for sub-problems I and II will
change with (m) as long as the set of nodes I(m) and the set of
tours V(m) inside the RAS both depend on Ω(m) . At each RASlocation, sub-problems I and II will be repeatedly solved until
the procedure converges to a local optimum (the normal mode).
It may happen that no improvement at all has been achieved
through the normal node after sweeping the N locations, i.e. the
whole service area. In order to avoid getting stuck on a local
optimum, sub-problem III will be activated (the perturbation or
mixed mode), if necessary, just on the next turn to move forward
towards a feasible/infeasible solution with a better value of the
objective function. If the perturbation move is successful, then
the normal mode is applied again. The procedure is repeated
until the normal mode becomes trapped on a local optimum and
the perturbation mode fails to get an improved solution. When
this happens, the procedure is stopped and the best set of routes
is given by the current incumbent solution.
In short, the solution algorithm described in Fig. 3 will have
an outer loop that iterates over the RAS-angular location (m)
and an inner loop repeatedly executed to find the best routing of
the vehicles servicing the geographical area covered by RAS(m) .
Within the inner loop, either the normal or the perturbation mode
is applied depending on whether or not the normal mode has
yielded a reduction on the total transportation cost during the
previous RAS-rotation. When the procedure completes another
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Fig. 3. The PDPTW neighborhood improvement algorithm.

turn h, the new incumbent solution is obtained by considering
the best vehicle routes found at each of the N locations of the
rotating sector. If a trip v belongs to a pair of consecutive RASlocations m and m + 1, the latter one will define its structure
at the new best solution, i.e. the subset Iv and the sequence of
nodes on trip v. Convergence of the procedure to a local or global
optimum is checked out by comparing the total cost of the new
incumbent solution after completing turn h with that of the old
one at the end of turn (h − 1). If the normal and the perturbation
modes both fail to provide a better solution or the improvement
on the objective function is less than a small positive scalar ε,
then the procedure must be stopped. In other words, the method
has converged if no improvement at all has been obtained on the
last two turns of the rotating angular sector.
In multi-depot m-PDPTW problems, the improvement
method assumes that requests and vehicles have their preassigned depots (see Section 4.1) and exchanges of requests
among tours linked to different depots are not allowed. Therefore, depots and their related tours can be considered one by one.
In other words, the solution algorithm described in Fig. 3 should
be applied as many times as the number of depots involved in
the starting solution.
5. Results and discussion
The proposed m-PDPTW exact and improvement approaches
have both been tested by solving a set of PDPTW problem
instances introduced by Li and Lim (2003a). Such examples

were generated from known solutions to VRPTW Solomon
benchmark problems (Solomon, 1987) by randomly pairing
customer locations on the same tour (Li & Lim, 2003a). All
Solomon’s VRPTW problems originally feature 100 real nodes
and a single central depot, but some dummy nodes, if necessary,
may be added for pairing purpose. In this manner, multi-vehicle
PDPTW benchmark problems with nearly 50 customer requests,
each one involving a single pickup node and a single delivery
node, were developed. Similarly to Solomon’s VRPTW benchmark problems, the new ones proposed by Li and Lim (2003a)
have been grouped into three different categories: LC, LR and
LRC. The data set for every category comprises several problem instances with the same geographical node distribution, a
central depot, multiple vehicles with a similar load capacity and
different time-window width distributions. Problems of class
LC have clustered customers whose associated time windows
have been generated based on known solutions. In LR-class
problems, customer locations are randomly generated over a
square while LRC-class problems result from a combination
of clustered and randomized customer distributions. Problems
of each class are further classified into two types called “1”
and “2”. Type-1 PDPTW problems are characterized by narrow
time windows and low-capacity vehicles, while type-2 problems
involve wider time windows and vehicles with a larger capacity.
Therefore, solutions to type-2 PDPTW problems feature fewer
and longer tours. For instance, the example LR-102 is a LR1problem involving randomly distributed nodes and low-capacity
vehicles, i.e. a R-class problem of type-1. The last two digits 02
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Table 1
Optimal solutions for some PDPTW benchmark problems using the exact MILP approach
Example

Nodes

Vehicles

Optimal value

LR-101

24
30
36
50

8
10
11
14

599.1
700.2
833.6
1138.4

LR-102

24
30
36
40

8
9
11
11

LR-103

24
30
36

LR-104

Binary variables

Continuous variables

Constraints

5.83
50.07
12.29
527.42

156
245
312
1108

112
140
166
228

6,265
12,418
19,702
52,098

543.9
673.5
824.6
860.2

8.81
24.98
2476.20
5821.40

200
295
415
563

112
138
166
182

6,446
11,376
20,181
25,334

5
6
7

432.2
616.5
782.8

120.81
519.94
1715.69

228
306
392

106
132
158

4,129
7,602
12,658

24
30
36

4
5
6

493.3
534.4
681.2*

9.25
711.98
7200*

268
393
524

104
130
156

3,411
6,586
11,250

LR-201

24
30
36

2
2
2

557.1
645.8
760.7

22.83
287.23
715.91

69
101
136

100
124
162

1,124
1,718
2,429

LC-201

24
30
36

2
2
2

257.6
269.1
290.0

0.91
1.47
1.77

36
46
56

100
124
162

1,024
1,552
2,188

LC-102

24
30
36

3
4
4

249.8
313.5
348.9

7.83
22.69
121.8

108
161
282

102
128
130

2,067
4,529
8,581

LR-103m

36

7

759.8

88.74

387

158

12,628

*

CPU time (s)

Best solution after 7200 s of CPU time.

permit to characterize such a particular LR1-problem instance.
In short, six classes of benchmark problems were generated:
LC1, LC2, LR1, LR2, LRC1 and LRC2. Problem data include
the number of available vehicles, Euclidean distances among
customer sites and normalized vehicle speeds such that traveling times and Euclidean distances are numerically identical. The
reported solutions to benchmark problems proposed by Li and
Lim (2003a) all assume that time-window constraints should be
strictly satisfied and the total distance traveled by the vehicle
fleet is the objective function to be minimized. Some LC and
LR problem instances were solved by applying both the proposed exact MILP problem formulation and the local search
improvement algorithm using ILOG OPL Studio (Script mode)
on a 2.8 MHz 1 GB RAM Pentium IV PC.
Optimal solutions for different instances of problems
LR-101/102/103/104, LR-201 and LC-102/201, all involving
transport requests with a single pickup and a single delivery
site, found through the exact MILP mathematical model are all
summarized in Table 1. Such examples were derived by just
considering the first 24–50 entries on the list of nodes of the
original Li and Lim’s 100-node benchmark problems. In this
manner, problem instances with at most 25 requests and 50 nodes
have been created. For narrow time-windows, the behavior of the
exact approach greatly improves due to the better performance
of the exact elimination rules and, consequently, the CPU time
increases almost linearly with the problem size. This fact leads
to the conclusion that the proposed formulation is capable of
efficiently finding the optimal set of routes for large m-PDPTW

problems with narrow time-windows. For instance, the version
of problem LR-101 with 50 nodes and 14 vehicles was solved
to optimality in just 527 s. Table 2 and Fig. 4 both describe the
optimal solution for the example LR-101 with 50 nodes. It can
be noted that the minimum travel distance for LR-101 (50 nodes)
is achieved at the expense of a total vehicle waiting time as large
as 889.9. Fig. 5 shows a drawing of the optimal petal-shaped
routes found for the 36-node version of problem instances LC-

Fig. 4. Optimal solution found for the 50-node version of benchmark problem
LR-101.
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Table 2
Optimal solution for the 50-node version of problem LR-101
Vehicle

Pickup/delivery
node

Waiting
time

Initial service
time

Final service
time

Service
duration

Pickup/delivery
load

Vehicle
load

V1

P83
D37

22.90
72.00
94.90

44.00
144.00

54.00
154.00

10.00
10.00

11
−11

11
0

P33
D34

12.20
67.60
79.80

37.00
127.00

47.00
137.00

10.00
10.00

11
−11

11
0

P75
D22
P55
D25

27.60
13.90
16.80
22.40
80.70

69.00
97.00
146.00
182.00

79.00
107.00
156.00
192.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

18
−18
2
−2

18
0
2
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.60
2.60
11.80
15.00

41.40
58.60
76.70
105.00
127.00
167.00

32.50
9.00
0.00
19.60
61.10

50.00
74.00
90.30
134.00

40.70
23.80
64.50

52.00
99.00

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

P36
P47
D19
P08
D46
D17
P31
P88
D07
D10
P52
D06

51.40
68.60
86.70
115.00
137.00
177.00
60.00
84.00
100.30
144.00
62.00
109.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

5
27
−5
9
−27
−9
27
9
−9
−27
9
−9

50.00
83.00
123.90
150.00

60.00
93.00
133.90
160.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

6
13
−6
−13

6
19
13
0

V8

P21
D41
P56
D04

44.00
11.70
10.90
10.80
77.40

62.00
97.00
130.00
159.00

72.00
107.00
140.00
169.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

11
−11
6
−6

11
0
6
0

9.10
4.60
12.30
39.50
65.50

44.00
73.00
108.00
175.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

10
9
−10
−9

P28
D12
P40
D26

32.70
4.80
7.90
19.90
65.30

39.00
63.00
95.00
132.00

49.00
73.00
105.00
142.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

16
−16
9
−9

16
0
9
0

V11

P11
P90
D20
D32

33.50
16.80
6.90
4.20
61.40

67.00
95.00
126.00
151.00

77.00
105.00
136.00
161.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

12
3
−12
−3

12
15
3
0

45.50
1.00
14.40
0.00
60.90

71.00
97.00
135.70
171.00

0.00

32.00

V13

P30
D09
P66
D01
P14

81.00
107.00
145.70
181.00
42.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

21
−21
25
−25
20

173.10

73.30

225.50

91.20

207.40

132.40

169.50

68.40

120.20

35.70

182.80

70.80

184.00

76.60

212.80

107.30

153.20

47.90

195.00

103.60

196.20

95.30

10
19
9
0

V10

V12

60.30

9
0

37.80
10.00
0.00
0.00
47.80

54.00
83.00
118.00
185.00

175.20

27
36
27
0

P69
P76
D03
D54

P63
P64
D49
D48

Traveled
distance

5
32
27
36
9
0

V7

V9

Vehicle
routing time

21
0
25
0
20
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Table 2 (Continued )
Vehicle

V14

Pickup/delivery
node

Waiting
time

Initial service
time

Final service
time

Service
duration

Pickup/delivery
load

D38
P43
D13

29.80
20.90
3.90
54.60

83.00
132.00
169.00

93.00
142.00
179.00

10.00
10.00
10.00

−20
7
−7

37.30
23.70
61.00

77.00
124.00

P71
D50

87.00
134.00

10.00
10.00

15
−15

Vehicle
load

Vehicle
routing time

Traveled
distance

0
7
0
190.20

95.60

151.00

80.00

15
0

Total traveled distance: 1138.4. Total waiting time: 889.9. Total service time: 500.0.

Fig. 5. Optimal solutions for (a) problem LC-102 (36 nodes) and (b) problem LC-201 (36 nodes).

102 and LC-201. In the figure, a triangle represents a warehouse,
solid squares stand for pickup sites and hollow squares denote
delivery sites. In contrast, the CPU time required to solve different instances of problems LR-102, LR-103 and LR-104 to

optimality significantly increases as the number of nodes climbs
from 24 to 36 nodes, especially for problem LR-104. For such
less constrained examples, the exact elimination rules no longer
eliminate an important number of constraints and variables. To

Fig. 6. (a) A sketch of the optimal routes for the modified LR-103 problem with 36 nodes. (b) Sequence of pickup/delivery tasks on every tour at the optimal solution
of example LR-103m (36 nodes).
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illustrate the application of the exact approach to m-PDPTW
examples involving customer requests with multiple pickup and
multiple delivery points, a modified version of the LR-103 problem instance, called LR-103m, featuring 36 nodes, 2 depots and
7 vehicles, has been tackled and the results appear on the last
row of Table 1. A drawing of the optimal routes and a Gantt chart
describing the sequence of pickup/delivery tasks on each tour for
the example LR-103m are given in Fig. 6(a and b), respectively.
5.1. Validating the proposed PDPTW local search
improvement algorithm
In order to assess the performance of the proposed PDPTW
improvement algorithm in terms of the solution quality and
the computational cost, several validation examples with 36–50
nodes (some of them already included in Table 1) were solved
by applying both the exact and the improvement approaches.
The best solutions found for each example through the two
methodologies are compared in Table 3. To start the PDPTW
improvement approach, an initial solution should be available.
It was developed by first arbitrarily assigning a single request
to each available vehicle and then successively inserting every
non-assigned request into the nearest incomplete route. Let us
CGr denote the center of gravity of the request r, CGv represent
the center of gravity of the incomplete tour traveled by vehicle v and θrv stand for the angular distance between the ray Hr ,
connecting the central depot D and CGr , and the ray Hv connecting D and CGv . A non-assigned request r is allocated to the
incomplete route v featuring the lowest θrv . The allocation of
requests to a particular vehicle v should be stopped when a new
assignment leads to violations of either capacity or time-window
constraints. The construction of the initial solution ends when
every transportation request has been assigned to some route.
The starting point for each validation example and the related
total travel distance are also given in Table 3. In addition, this
table includes the adopted values for the search parameters (ϕ0 ,
ϕ1 and Ω), the total travel distance for the best solution found
through this approach, the CPU solution time and the percentage
optimality gap for every validation example.

The adopted value for the parameter Ω mostly ranges from
π/6 to π/8 to spatially decompose the servicing area and therefore the problem formulation into a set of 12–16 smaller
sub-problems to be sequentially solved to develop an improved
solution. The angular parameter ϕ0 > Ω is aimed at defining a
wider servicing area for each sub-problem to allow the exchange
of customer requests among routes lying on neighboring sectors.
As a result, it increases the number of requests considered in the
sub-problem formulation by including additional ones located
in the vicinity. In turn, the parameter ϕ1 < Ω defines a freezing
area for each sub-problem so that every request lying on it must
remain on the current route in the next iteration k. Therefore, the
vehicle assignment variables associated to such frozen requests
are deleted from the sub-problem formulation to be solved at
iteration k. If the search becomes trapped in a non-optimal solution, it is restarted by reducing ϕ1 to zero, thus freeing every
frozen request. At the same time, 0 is decreased to prevent
from a significant increase in the model size. When this perturbation mode fails to provide a better solution in every sector, the
solution procedure is stopped.
Validation examples of types LC1, LC2, LR1 and LR2 were
tackled. Similarly to Li and Lim (2003a), the problem goal was to
minimize the total traveled distance subject to hard time-window
constraints. It can be seen that the proposed PDPTW solution
algorithm can efficiently find the optimal vehicle tours for most
of the validation examples (see Table 3). Though quite similar
for some examples, the solution time shows on average a sizable
decrease with regards to the exact method, especially for LR1
validation problems. In some cases, the CPU time is reduced by
a factor of 40 and the optimal solution is still found. Moreover,
low CPU times are needed to solve validation examples LC-102
(36 nodes) and LC-201 (36 nodes) involving clustered customers
to optimality. Similarly to VRPTW, it is more difficult to find
the optimum of LR-problem instances of type “2”. Nonetheless,
the largest CPU time of 326 s was required to solve the 50-node
version of problem LR-101 involving 14 different tours. In cases
where sub-optimal solutions were found, the sub-optimality gap
was rather small and below the 7.5% threshold. From Table 4, it
follows that the optimal solution to the 36-node version of exam-

Table 3
Best solutions found for some validation examples through the proposed improvement algorithm
Example

Optimal solutiona
Nodes

Vehicles

Best solution found
Distance

CPU

Distance
Initial

LC-102
LC-201
LR-101
LR-101
LR-102
LR-103
LR-104
LR-104
LR-103m
a
b

36
36
36
50
36
36
30
36
36

4
2
11
14
11
7
5
6
7

348.9
290.0
833.6
1138.4
856.8
782.8
534.4
681.2b
759.8

Provided by the exact MILP formulation.
Best solution found after 7200 s of CPU time.

121.8
1.8
12.3
527.4
2476.2
1715.7
712.0
7200b
89

424.3
318.0
850.3
1502.2
889.1
830.2
626.3
765.0
831.6

Search parameters
Final

348.9
290.0
833.6
1138.4
856.8
797.5
574.3
605.1
772.0

Gap

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.9%
7.5%
–
1.6%

CPU

108
5
23
326
52
12
26
210
222

Normal

Perturbation

ϕ1

ϕ0

Ω

ϕ0

Ω

0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3

0.8
1.2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.9

π/4
π/2
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/8

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6

π/4
π/2
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/5
π/8
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Table 4
Best solutions found for several 100-node benchmark problems through the improvement algorithm
Example

Best known solutiona
Vehicles

Distance

Best solution found
Vehicles

Distance
Initial

LC-102
LC-201
LR-103
LR-104
LR-105
LR-106
LR-107
LR-108
LR-202
a

10
3
13
9
14
12
10
9
3

828.9
591.6
1292.7
1013.4
1377.1
1252.6
1111.3
969.0
1197.0

10
3
14
10
15
14
14
10
4

878.3
813.9
1535.6
1194.7
1452.6
1309.6
1237.6
1069.7
1495.2

Search parameters
Final

851.0
605.4
1383.5
1082.8
1391.7
1299.9
1167.8
1007.0
1395.8

Gap

2.7%
2.3%
6.9%
6.8%
1.1%
3.8%
5.1%
3.9%
16.6%

CPU

360
132
396
1311
214
1096
423
1504
2174

Normal

Perturbation

ϕ1

ϕ0

Ω

ϕ0

Ω

0.90
0.90
0.30
0.50
0.50
0.40
0.40
0.20
0.50

0.30
0.30
0.90
1.50
1.50
1.20
1.20
0.60
1.50

π/8
π/4
π/6
π/6
π/6
π/8
π/8
π/10
π/3

0.30
0.45
0.60
1.00
1.00
0.80
0.80
0.40
1.00

π/12
π/4
π/8
π/6
π/6
π/8
π/8
π/10
π/3

Bent and Van Hentenryck (2006).

ple LR-104 could not be discovered through the exact approach
after 7200 s. The total travel distance for the non-optimal solution found amounts to 681.2. The new PDPTW improvement
technique was able to find a better solution that reduces the total
travel distance by 12.5% in just 210 s. The graphical representation of the improved routes for the 36-node version of example
LR-104 is given in Fig. 7(a) where the total traveling time is also
reported.
To analyze the effect of the adopted objective function on
the solution morphology, example LR-104 (36 nodes) was
successively solved through the exact approach by using the
following problem goals: (a) minimization of the overall travelled distance (Σv cv ); (b) minimization of the total travelling
time (Σv tv ); (c) minimization of a weighted objective function (1/2 Σv tv + 1/2 Σv cv ). The optimal solutions for cases
(b) and (c) are summarized in Fig. 7(b and c), including the
node sequence on every tour, the total travel distance, the total
travel time and the total idle time. By choosing the total travel
time as the objective function, the idle time drops from 241.6
to 103.5 and at the same time the total travel distance rises
from 605.1 to 660. The weighted objective function provides

a good trade-off between the two operational goals as shown in
Fig. 7(c). The total travel distance is kept at 631.7 while the idle
time is limited to 143.5. It can be seen that the change in the
objective function does not significantly modify the somewhat
distorted “petal” shaped pattern of the optimal routes. Consequently, PDPTW algorithmic approaches that basically assume
such a kind of route configuration to explore the solution space
can still be applied even if other objective functions different
from the total travel distance are adopted. It is worth noting
that the use of the total travel distance frequently leads to nonrealistic solutions with large vehicle idle times. In other words,
vehicles arrived early at some customer locations and should
wait for the opening of the time window. However, the choice
of the total traveling time as the objective function may substantially increase the traveled distance. To get a good compromise
between the two problem goals, it is better using a mixed objective function like the one applied in case (c) of example LR-104
(36 nodes). The improvement algorithm can also handle the three
objective functions and its computational performance does not
seem to be affected by the change in the problem objective.
In each case, the same set of search parameters were adopted

Fig. 7. Optimal solutions to the 36-node version of problem LR-104 using different objective functions.
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Fig. 8. Best solutions found for 100-node benchmark problems: (a) LR-108, (b) LC-102.
Table 5
Depot coordinates for the multi-depot PDPTW examples
D2-problem instances: Two depots
Depot coordinates: P1 {X = 35, Y = 35}, P2 {X = 55, Y = 55}
D3-problem instances: Three depots
Depot coordinates: P1 {X = 35, Y = 35}, P2 {X = 55, Y = 55}, P3 {X = 35, Y = 75}

(see Table 3). The near-optimal solutions were obtained for the
three cases (a–c) of example LR-104 (36 nodes) in 210, 327
and 286 s, respectively. Furthermore, the related sub-optimality
levels were 1.3, 5.1 and 2.4%, respectively, with regards to the
optimal solution found through the MILP exact approach.
5.2. Solving some Li and Lim’s 100-node benchmark
problems
Results to some original Li and Lim’s problem instances
involving nearly 50 requests and 100 pickup/delivery nodes are
all presented in Table 4. They are compared with the best available solutions reported in the literature also shown in Table 4
(Ropke & Pisinger, 2006). The adopted values for the model

parameters are relatively similar to those selected for the validation examples. As before, near-optimal solutions for LC and
LR-benchmark problems were found in a rather short CPU
time (see Table 4). Moreover, the optimality gap in terms of
the objective value for most 100-node benchmark problems
remains below 7% and the CPU time averages 846 s. In each
case, the best solution provided by the local search improvement approach uses one or two vehicles more than the one
specified at the original example so as to strictly satisfy hard
time-window constraints. Except for problem LR-202, we can
claim that optimality gaps are relatively small and good feasible
solutions are discovered at reasonable computational cost. Fig. 8
shows a graphical representation of the best solutions found for
benchmark problems LR-108 and LC-102. It also includes: (i)
the node sequence and the total distance and travel time for every
tour and (ii) the total distance, travel time and idle time for the
whole set of routes. Though additional pairing constraints are
to be considered, the vehicle tours for such PDPTW benchmark
problems still feature the typical petal-shaped pattern. Moreover,
the total idle time has been reduced to a small fraction of the total
traveling time. The large sub-optimality of the solution discovered for the benchmark problem LR-202 can be explained by the

Table 6
Best solutions found for multi-depot PDPTW examples through the improvement algorithm
Example

D2-LR-103
D2-LR-105
D2-LR-202
D3-LR-103
D3-LR-105
D3-LR-202

Plants

2
2
2
3
3
3

Vehicles

15
16
5
15
15
5

Vehicles assignment

Traveled distance

P1

Initial

9
8
4
8
6
3

P2

6
8
1
2
5
1

P3

–
–
–
4
4
1

1435.1
1710.0
1735.9
1612.2
1548.3
1746.4

CPU

Final

1295.5
1568.5
1612.3
1387.7
1476.9
1649.6

Search parameters
Normal

909
644
613
3667
1002
617

Perturbation

ϕ1

ϕ0

Ω

ϕ0

Ω

0.6
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.4

1.8
1.8
1.2
1.8
1.8
1.2

π/6
π/2
π/2
π/3
π/2
π/2

1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.2
0.8

π/6
π/2
π/2
π/3
π/2
π/2
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Fig. 9. Best solutions found for multi-depot m-PDPTW problems D2-LR-103 and D3-LR-103.

fact that problems of type “2” involves longer optimal tours and
many requests per vehicle. In such cases, we will need to adopt
larger angular parameters Ω and ϕ0 to get a better performance
of the proposed approach.

forbidden. This is a usual practice in supply-scenarios where
vehicles are pre-allocated to bases at the tactical level and such
decisions cannot be changed at the operation level.

5.3. Solving new examples involving multiple depots

6. Conclusions

To test the m-PDPTW improvement algorithm performance
when tackling multi-depot problems, some of Li and Lim’s
benchmark problems have been modified by incorporating one
or two new depots. Therefore, the modified problem instances
will include two or three depots but the vehicle data remain
unchanged. They will belong to a new category of benchmark
problems identified with the prefix Dn, where n is the number of depots. Depot coordinates are given in Table 5 while
the solutions to six modified multi-depot problems of classes
LR1 and LR2 are reported in Table 6. The required CPU times
were roughly similar to the ones needed to solve the corresponding single-depot problems instances. Allocation of vehicles to
depots is made during the construction of the initial solution,
and such decisions are “frozen” throughout the improvement
process. Fig. 9(a and b) depicts the graphical representations
of the best vehicle routes found for examples D2-LR-103 and
D3-LR-103, respectively. Since nodes located far away from a
depot can hardly be visited by vehicles using that depot as their
base, it becomes necessary to make use of a limiting Euclidean
distance dmax to define the set of requests to be serviced by vehicles coming from that terminal. A desirable option to reduce
the objective function is the re-assignment of bases to vehicles during the improvement process. However, the proposed
local search improvement approach assumes that vehicles have
pre-assigned bases and their re-allocation to other depots are

The transportation costs for logistic activities heavily depend
on operational decisions like the routing and scheduling of a
vehicle fleet providing pickup and delivery services to a large
number of customers. A new exact precedence-based MILP
formulation for the multiple vehicle pickup and delivery problem with time windows (m-PDPTW) has been presented. The
proposed approach allows to separately treating depot-vehicle
allocation, vehicle-request assignment and node sequencing
decisions through different sets of two-index binary variables.
In this way, a two-index mathematical model capable of dealing
with heterogeneous vehicles, multiple depots, many-to-many
requests and pure pickup/delivery nodes has been derived. The
model utilizes a continuous representation of the time domain,
the cost domain and the load domain. Different types of objective functions like vehicle fixed costs, distance-based traveling
cost, time-based traveling cost, customer inconvenience or a
weighted combination of them can be alternatively used. To
tackle medium-size problems, several variable and constraint
elimination rules disallowing non-compatible requests to stay on
the same tour have also been presented. Several examples involving up to 50 nodes and 14 vehicles were solved to optimality in
quite acceptable CPU times.
However, the exact approach can efficiently handle mPDPTW problem instances with at most 50 nodes. To deal with
large-scale problems, a novel MILP improvement framework for
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time-window-constrained pickup and delivery problems involving a heterogeneous fleet and multiple depots has also been
developed. It is a local search improvement approach that fully
explores a rather large neighborhood around the current solution so as to provide a better set of routes in an efficient manner.
To achieve this goal, the approach relies on two key elements:
a spatial decomposition scheme and a new MILP mathematical representation for the m-PDPTW improvement problem. A
significant reduction in the problem size is obtained by properly adopting a single parameter Ω to divide the geographical
area to be serviced into N smaller angular sectors. By definition,
routes which are partially or completely inside a particular sector
belong to it. In addition, a pair of parameters (ϕ0 , ϕ1 ) permits to
define the set of feasible improvement moves on every zone, i.e.
the neighborhood to be explored. The proposed MILP improvement problem formulation allows to efficiently explore a rather
large solution space around the starting point on every zone by
accounting for all kinds of improvement moves. To get MILPmodels of moderate size, two types of improvement moves are
considered one at a time: (1) request exchanges between neighboring tours and (2) node relocations on every individual tour. In
this way, the m-PDPTW improvement problem for each zone can
be decomposed into a pair of lower-size MILP sub-problems that
are sequentially solved, using as initial point the best solution
found for the other sub-problem (the normal mode). However,
this sequential search scheme can be trapped on a local optimum.
If so, the complete MILP problem formulation simultaneously
considering both types of improvement moves should be solved
(the perturbation or mixed-mode). Several benchmark problems
involving 100 nodes, and in some cases multiple depots, were
successfully tackled. Moreover, the algorithm usually converges
to a low-cost solution at reasonable computational cost.
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Appendix A. The mathematical formulation for
sub-problem I

• Re-allocation of mobile requests
Yr v = 1 ∀r ∈ R

M

• Lower bound on the traveling cost/arrival time at the first
visited node
Ti ≥ tpv i Yr v

Ti ≥ tpv i

- For every pair of nodes (i, i ) belonging to a pair of mixed
requests (r ∈ RFv , r  ∈ RM
v )
⎧
⎫
Ci ≥ Ci + ciiv  − MC (1 − Sii ) − MC (1 − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
Ci ≥ Ci + civ i − MC Sii − MC (1 − Yr v )
⎪
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiiv  − MT (1 − Sii ) − MT (1 − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiv i − MT Si i − MT (1 − Yr v )
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r ∈ RFv , r ∈ RM
v , v∈V
- For every pair of nodes (i, i ) belonging to fixed requests
(r, r ) ∈ RFv (assuming Sii = 1)
Ci ≥ Ci + ciiv 

Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiiv 
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir , (r, r ) ∈ RFv , v ∈ V : i precedes i
• Overall travelling time/cost for vehicle v
v − M (1 − Y )
OCv ≥ Ci + cip
C
rv

v − M (1 − Y )
OTv ≥ Ti + sti + tip
T
rv

OCv ≥ Ci +civp

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RM
v , v ∈ Vp , p ∈ P

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , v ∈ Vp , p ∈ P

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , v ∈ Vp , p ∈ P

OTv ≥ Ti +sti + tivp

• Early/late arrival time at node i and over-duration of routing
time of vehicle v
Ei ≥ ai − Ti

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

Bi ≥ Ti − bi

∀v ∈ V

• Minimum loaded/unloaded cargo at node i


Li ≥
qro +
qro Yr v +αi r − ML (1 − Yr v )
r ∈ RFv

v ∈ Vr

v
,
Ci ≥ cpi

∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), (r, r ) ∈ RM
v , v∈V

ODv ≥ OTv − tvmax
v

A.1. Model constraints

v
Ci ≥ cpi
Yrv ,

⎧
⎫
Ci ≥ Ci + ciiv  − MC (1 − Sii ) − MC (2 − Yrv − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
Ci ≥ Ci + civ i − MC Sii − MC (2 − Yrv − Yr v )
v
⎪
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tii − MT (1 − Sii ) − MT (2 − Yrv − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiv i − MT Si i − MT (2 − Yrv − Yr v )

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RM
v , v ∈ Vp , p ∈ P

Acknowledgments



• Precedence relationships to determine vehicle traveling
costs/arrival times at nodes (i, i )
- For every pair of nodes (i, i ) belonging to mobile requests
(r, r ) ∈ RM
v

r ∈ RM
v , v∈V


Li ≥
qro +
qro Yr v +αi r
r ∈ RFv

Ui ≥ βi r

∀i ∈ Ir ,

r ∈ RM
v

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , v ∈ V

r ∈ RM
v

∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

• Precedence relationships to determine the accumulated
loaded/unloaded cargo at nodes (i, i )
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- For every pair of nodes (i, i ) belonging to mobile requests
r, r ∈ RM
v
⎧
⎫
Li ≥ Li + αi r −ML (1−Si i ) − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
Li ≥ Li + αir − ML Si i − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v )
⎪
⎪ Ui ≥ Ui + βi r − ML (1 − Si i )−ML (2−Yrv − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Ui ≥ Ui + βir − ML Si i − ML (2 − Yrv − Yr v )
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), (r, r ) ∈ RM
v , v∈V
- For every pair of nodes belonging to a pair of mixed requests
(r ∈ RFv , r  ∈ RM
v )
⎧
⎫
Li ≥ Li + αi r − ML (1 − Si i ) − ML (1 − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ L ≥ L  + α − M S  − M (1 − Y  )
⎬
i
ir
L ii
L
i
r v
⎪ Ui ≥ Ui + βi r − ML (1 − Si i ) − ML (1 − Yr v ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭



Ui ≥ Ui + βir − ML Si i − ML (1 − Yr v )
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir (i < i ), r ∈ RFv , r ∈ RM
v , v∈V
i )

belonging to fixed requests
- For every pair of nodes (i,
r, r ∈ RFv (assuming Sii = 1)
Li ≥ Li + αi r
Ui ≥ Ui + βi r
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir , (r, r ) ∈ RFv , v ∈ V : i precedes i
• Bounds on the net cargo (Li − Ui ) loaded/unloaded at every
node i
Li − Ui ≤ qv + Q(1 − Yr v )
v ∈ V (Q = max(qv ))

Appendix B. The mathematical formulation for
sub-problem II
Sub-problem II has to be applied to every individual tour
v ∈ V provided by sub-problem I. This is so because every
request should stay on the starting route. No exchange of nodes
between neighboring tours is allowed. To derive the formulation
of sub-problem II, it is also assumed that every vehicle v has its
pre-assigned depot p, i.e. the one housing vehicle v at the starting solution. Moreover, the set RFv comprises the fixed requests
serviced by vehicle v in the optimal solution of sub-problem I.
B.1. Model constraints
• Lower bound on the traveling cost/arrival time at the first
visited node
v
Ci ≥ cpi
,

Ti ≥ tpv i

∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir , (r, r ) ∈ RFv
• Overall travelling time/cost for vehicle v
OCv ≥ Ci + civp

OTv ≥ Ti + sti + tivp

i ∈ Ir+

⎛

r ∈ RM
v

r ∈ RFv

Ui −

 

βi r −

r ∈ RFv i ∈ Ir−

Ui −

 

 

⎛

i ∈ Ir+

⎞

 ⎜


⎟
⎜ o
⎟
o
Li −
αi r ⎠ −
αi r ⎠ Yr v ≤ 0
⎝qr +
⎝q r  +
i ∈ Ir+

⎞

i ∈ Ir+

r ∈ RM
v

βi r Yr v ≤ ML (1 − Yr v )

−

r ∈ RM
v i ∈ Ir

βi r −

r ∈ RFv i ∈ Ir−

 

βi r Yr v ≤ 0

−

r ∈ RM
v i ∈ Ir



v∈V

(OCv + Γ OTv + Λ ODv ) +


i∈I

(λEi + ωLi )

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RM
v , v∈V

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , v ∈ V

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RM
v , v∈V

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , v ∈ V

• Objective function
min

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv

• Early/late arrival time at node i and over-duration of routing
time of vehicle v

• Upper bounds on the cargo loaded/unloaded at every node i
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞

 ⎜


⎟
⎜ o
⎟
o
αi r ⎠ −
αi r ⎠ Yr v ≤ ML (1 − Yr v )
Li −
⎝qr +
⎝q r  +
r ∈ RFv

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , p ∈ P

• Precedence relationships to determine vehicle traveling
costs/arrival times at nodes (i, i )
⎫
⎧
Ci ≥ Ci + ciiv  − MC (1 − Sii )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨ C ≥ C  + cv − M S 

i
C
i
ii
ii
⎪
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiiv  − MT (1 − Sii ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
Ti ≥ Ti + sti + tiv i − MT Si i

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RM
v ,

Li − Ui ≤ qv ∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv , v ∈ V
Li − Ui ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V
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Ei ≥ ai − Ti

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

Bi ≥ Ti − bi
ODv ≥ OTv − tvmax
v

∀v ∈ V

• Minimum loaded/unloaded cargo at node i
Li ≥



qro + αi r

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv

r ∈ RFv

Ui ≥ βi r

∀ i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R

• Precedence relationships to determine the accumulated
loaded/unloaded cargo at nodes (i, i )
⎧
⎫
Li ≥ Li + αi r − ML (1 − Si i ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨L ≥ L  + α − M S 
⎬
i
ir
L ii
i
⎪
Ui ≥ Ui + βi r − ML (1 − Si i ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Ui ≥ Ui + βir − ML Si i
∀i ∈ Ir , i ∈ Ir , (r, r ) ∈ RFv
• Bounds on the net cargo (Li − Ui ) loaded/unloaded at every
node i.
Li − Ui ≤ qv ∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv
Li − Ui ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ R, v ∈ V
• Upper bounds on the cargo loaded/unloaded at every node i
⎛
⎞
 ⎜

⎟
o
Li −
αi r ⎠ ≤ 0
⎝qr +
i ∈ Ir+

r ∈ RFv

Ui −

 

βi r ≤ 0

r ∈ RFv i ∈ Ir−

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv

∀i ∈ Ir , r ∈ RFv

• Objective function
min(OCv + Γ OTv + Λ ODv ) +



(λEi + ωLi )

r ∈ Rv i ∈ Ir
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